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Beef in Ancient India.—By Bdbu Rajeotbalaea Mitea.

The title of this paper will, doubtless, prove highly offensive to most

of my countrymen ;
but the interest attached to the enquiry in connexion

with the early social history of the Aryan race on this side of the Himalaya,

will, I trust, plead my excuse. The idea of beef—the flesh of the earthly re-

presentative of the divine Bhagavati—as an article of food is so shocking to

the Hindu, that thousands over thousands of the more orthodox among

them never repeat the counterpart of the word in their vernaculars, and many
and dire have been the sanguinary conflicts which the shedding of the blood

of cows has caused in this country. And yet it would seem that there was

a time when not only no compunctious visitings of conscience had a place in

the mind of the people in slaughtering cattle—when not only the meat of

that animal was actually esteemed a valuable aliment,—when not only was it

a mark of generous hospitality, as among the ancient Jews, to slaughter the

“ fatted calf” in honor of respected guests, but when a supply of beef was deem-

ed an absolute necessity by pious Hindus in theirjourney from this to another

world, and a cow was invariably killed to be burnt with the dead.* To Eng-

lishmen, who are familiar with the present temper of the people on the sub-

ject, and to a great many of the natives themselves, this remark may appear

quite startling
;
but the authorities on which it is founded are so authentic

and incontrovertible that they cannot, for a moment, be gainsaid.

To the more learned among my countrymen the fact is not unknown
that the Vedas, at one time, enjoined a ceremony called gomedha, or the sacri-

fice of cattle
; but they imagine it was typical, and did not involve the actual

slaughter of the animal, and accordingly envelope it in mystery, so as to

render it completely unintelligible to the uninitiated, or intelligible in a
manner that takes them entirely away from the truth. When the subject

attracted the attention of the late Professor Wilson, the attempt at mystifi-

* Vide my paper on the ‘ funeral Ceremonies of the Ancient Hindus.’ Journal,
Vol. XXXIX, p. 241.
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cation was so far successful that he was made to waver,# though the light of

truth could not he altogether withheld from a scholar and critic like him. In
a note in his translation of the Meghaduta, Professor Wilson said, “ the sacri-

fice of the horse or of the cow, the gomedha or as'vamedha, appears to have

been common in the earliest periods of the Hindu ritual. It has been con-

ceived that the sacrifice was not real, hut typical
;
and that the form of sacri-

ficing only was performed upon the victim, after which it was set at liberty.

The text of this passage, however, is unfavorable to such a notion, as the

metamorphosis of the blood of the kine into a river certainly implies that

blood was diffused. The expression of the original, literally rendered, is

1
sprung from the blood ofthe daughters of Surabhi’ that is,kiue,Surabhi being

a celebrated cow produced at the churning of the ocean, and famed for granting

to her votaries whatever they desired. ‘ Daughter of Surabhi’ is an expression

of common occurrence, to denote the cow.”f This argument of the learned

Professor, however, had suggested itself to the people of this country long

before his time, and it was met by some by the assertion that the word blood

had been used only to complete the metaphor of the sacrifice. Others

more amenable to the plain meaning of the old texts, but at the same time more

daring, assume that the animals so sacrificed were immediately after invariably

revived by the supernatural powers of the sacrifieers. Such a line of argu-

ment, however satisfactory to the pious proletariat, takes the question so

entirely out of the domain of reason, that it may fairly be left to itself
;
but

even the orthodox Hindu might fairly ask, how it is then that the venerable old

poet and hermit Valmiki, when preparing to receive his brother sage Vas'ish-

tha, the author of one of the original law books (Smritis) which regulates

the religious life of the people, and a prominent character even in the Yedas,

slaughtered a lot of calves expressly for the entertainment of his guests ? The

revivification in that case must have followed the consumption of the meat

of the slaughtered animals by them. The passage in which Yalmiki’s

preparation for the reception of Vasfishtha is described in the TJttara-rama-

charita is so remarkable, that I need not offer any apology to quote it entire.

The scene is laid in front of the hermitage of Valmiki, where two disciples

of the sage discom’se on the bustle within.

“ BUndayma. Behold, Saudhataki, our humble dwelling !

Valmiki’s holy hermitage assumes

The face of preparation
;
he expects

Unwonted guests to-day ;
the wild deer feed

* This was, however, done at the early part of his Sanskrit studies, when he had

not come to the fountain-head, and was obliged to depend on his pandits. Sub-

sequently he had no doubt whatever on the subject. Vide his note in the Uttara.

Rama Charita, Hindu Theatre, I. 31.

f Essays II., p. 353.
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Upon unusual fragments, and the air

Is tilled with savoury odours.

Saudhataki. There must he

Some wondrous cause, to make our grey beards lay

Their lectures by to-day.

Bhan. There is a cause,

And that of no mean import.

Saw. Tell me I pray you,

What venerable ox may we expect

To visit us ?

Bhan. For shame ! refrain from jests :

The great Vas'ishtha hither brings the queens

Of Das'arntha, with Arundhati,

From Risbyas'ringa to our master’s dwelling.

Sau. Vas'ishtha is it ?

Blidn. The same.

Sau. I crave his pardon. I had thought, at least,

It was a wolf or tiger we should look for.

Bhan. How so ?

Saw. Why else was there provided

The fatted calf for his regale ?

Bhan. Why, know you not,

The Vedas, which enshrine our holy law,

Direct the householder shall offer those

Who in the law are skilled, the honied meal

And with it flesh of ox, or calf, or goat,

And the like treatment shall the householder

Receive from Brahmans learned in the Vedas.*”

Vas'ishtha, in his turn likewise, slaughtered the “ fatted calf” when

entertaining Vis'vamitra, Janaka, S'atananda, Jamadagnya and other sages

and friends, and in the Mahdvira Gharita, when pacifying Jamadagnya, tempt-

ed him by saying :
“ The heifer is ready for sacrifice, and the food is cooked

in ghee. Thou art a learned man, come to the house of the learned, favour

us (by joining in the entertainment).”t
These are, doubtless, examples quoted from avowed fictions, but it is not

to be supposed for a moment that their authors would have alluded to such

* Hindu Theatre I, 339. This rendering is a little too free, but the main facts

remain unaltered. For a literal translation of the passage, see Mr. Tawney’s version

of the work, Act IY.

%f5m?TvrrjmT$fv *rq»sr *r: ii yp ? i
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a subject, and offended the feelings of their readers, had they not ample

authority to be satisfied that their readers would go with them.

Colebrooke noticed the subject in his essays on “ the Religious Cere-

monies of the Hindus,” in which he says, “ it seems to have been anciently

the custom to slay a cow on this occasion, (the reception of a guest) and a

guest was therefore called a goghna or 1 cow-killer.’* When noticing the

mantra for the consecration of the cow at the marriage ceremony, he observes :

“ The commentator whose gloss has been followed in tins version of the text,

introduces it by the remark, that a guest, entitled to honorable reception, is

a spiritual preceptor, a priest, an ascetic, a prince, a bridegroom, a friend, or,

in short, any one to welcome whose arrival a cow must be tied for the pur-

pose of slaying her; whence a guest is denominated goghna, or cow-killer. "f

Manu authorises the consumption of animal food at all seasons with

the slight restraint of first offering a bit of it to the gods, or manes, or guests.

He says, “ having bought flesh meat, or obtained it by aid of another, he who

eats it after worshiping the gods or manes commits no sin.” v. 32. But he

does not expressly name beaf as an article of food. In his list of animals

fit for human food he, however, observes
;

“ the hedge-hog and porcupine,

the lizard godhd (Guana) the gandaka (rhinoceros) the tortoise, and the

rabbit or hare, wise legislators declare lawful food among five-toed animals,

and all quadrupeds, camels excepted, which have but one row of teeth.”+

And this would include cows which were well known to him as animals

having one row of teeth. Had he wished to exclude them, he would have for

certain thought of them, and linked them with camels. It is, however, not

necessary to infer what he intended by such a line of argument, as he is

quite explicit in his directions about the use of beef on the occasion of a

Brahmachdri’s return home. He says: “ Being justly applauded for this

strict performance of his duty, and having received from his natural or spiri-

tual father, the sacred gift of the Vedas, let him sit on an elegant bed,

decked with a garland of flowers, and let his father honour him, before his

nuptials, with the present of a cow, according to the Madhuparka rite.”§

In a subsequent passaged he recommends the JHadhvparka oi the honied

meal” with beef for the reception of kings and other great dignitaries.

Asoka, who in his first edict, says “ formerly in the great refectory and

temple of the heaven-beloved king Piyadasi, daily were many hundred thou-

sand animals sacrificed for the sake of meat food,"If does not specify the kind

* Asiatic Researches VII, 288.

t Ibid VII, 289.

J Manu V., 18.

§ Ibid III, 3.

||
Ibid III, 119-120.

If Journal, Vol. VII,.p. 249.
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of animals which were slaughtered, but, bearing in mind that when the ani-

mals were sacrificed he was a Hindu, and followed the ordinances of the S'astra,

it is to be presumed that he did not confine himself to the meat of kids

and sheep.

The Mahabhiirata and the Ramayana allude to the gomedha or slaughter

of cattle for sacrifice ;
hut they do not afford any details, nor is it clearly

mentioned that bovine meat was used as food.

The Sutras, both Kalpa and Grihya, and the Vedas themselves, however,

display no such reserve or reticence. They distinctly affirm that bovine meat

was used as food, and in detail point out the different occasions when cattle

should be slaughtered and eaten.

In the Brahmana of the Black Yajur Veda, that grand store-house

of Vedic rituals, which afford the fullest insight, into the religious life of

ancient India, mention is made of scores of different ceremonies, which

required the meat of cattle for their performance, and considerable stress is

laid on the kind and character of the cattle which should be slaughtered for

the supply of meat for the gratification of particular divinities. Thus, among
the Kdmya Ishfis, or minor sacrifices with special prayers (B. Ill, c. viti),

we have to sacrifice a dwarf ox to Vishnu
;
a drooping-horned bull with a

blaze on the forehead to Indra as the author of sacrifices, or as the destroyer

of Vitra
;
a thick-legged cow (prishnisaktha) to the same as the regent of

wind
; a white-blazed drooping-horned bull to the same, as the destroyer of

enemies, or as the wielder of the thunderbolt
;
a barren cow to Vishnu and

Varuna
;
a cow that has lately miscarried to Aushadhayah

;
a bull that has

been already sanctified at a marriage or other ceremony to Indra and Agni

;

a polled ox to Brahmanaspati ; a black cow to Pushan
;
a cow that has

brought forth only once to Viiyu
;
a brown ox to Indra, the invigorator

of our faculties
;
a speckled or piebald ox to Savita ;

a cow having two

colors to Mitra and Varuna
;
a red cow to Kudra

;
a white barren cow to

Surya
;
a white ox to Mitra

;
a cow that has miscarried from taking the bull

unseasonably to Vayu
;
a cow fit to conceive to Bhaga, &c., &e. In a rule

in connexion with the As'vamedha, the same authority lays down that sacri-

ficial animals should differ in caste, colour, age, &c., according to the gods for

whom they are designed.*

In the larger ceremonies, such as the Rajasuya, the Vajapeya, and the

As'vamedha, the slaughter of cattle was an invariable accompaniment. Of
the first two, the Gosava formed an integral part, and it ensured to the

performer independent dominion in this world, and perfect freedom in the

next to saunter about as he liked, even as the cow roams untrammelled in

the forest.f

* Taittiriya Brahmana, III, p. 658.

f W ’SfOi ^ W?f<T I

Taittiriya

A ranyaka.
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In its account of the As 'vamedha, the Taittiriya Brahmana recommends

180 domestic animals to bo sacrificed, including borses, bulls, 1 cows, goats,

deer, Nilagaos,* &e. A number of wild animals were, likewise, on such

occasions, brought to the sacrificial posts, but they were invariably let loose

after consecration. The authority, however, does not distinctly say how

many heads of cattle were required for the purpose
;
the number perhaps

varied according to the exigencies of the guests among whom crowned

heads with their unwieldy retainers formed so prominent a part, and whose

requirements were regulated by a royal standard. But even the strictly

ceremonial offering was not, evidently, completed with a solitary cow or two.

Out of the “ ten times eighteen” heads required, a great many must have

been bulls, cows and heifers of diverse colors and ages.

The Brahmaiia notices another ceremony in which a large number of

cattle were immolated for the gratification of the Maruts and the enjoyment

of their worshipers. This was called the Pcmchas'dradtya sava, or the

“ quinquennium of autumnal sacrifices.” It evidently held the same posi-

tion in ancient India which the Durgapuja does in the liturgy of the modern

Hindus. It used to be celebrated, as its name implies, for five years succes-

sively, the period of the ceremony being limited to five days on each occasion,

beginning with the new moon which would be in conjunction with the Vis'a-

kha constellation. This happened in September or October. The most im-

portant elements of the ceremony were seventeen five-year-old humpless

dwarf bulls, and as many dwarf heifers under three years. The former were

duly consecrated, and then liberated, and the latter, after proper invocations

and ceremonial observances, immolated
;
three on each day, the remaining

' two being added to the sacrifice on the last day, to celebrate the conclusion

of the ceremony for the year. The Tandya Brahmana of the Sama Veda

notices this ceremony, but it recommends cattle of a different color for each

successive year. According to it the 7th or 8tli of the waxing moon in

As'vina for the first year, and the 6th of Kartika for the following years, as

the most appropriate for it.f The origin of the Ytyna, according to a Vedic

legend, is due to Prajapati. Once on a time ho wished to be rich in wealth

and dependents
;

“ he perceived the Panchas'aradlya
;
he seized it, and

performed a sacrifice with it, and thereby became great in wealth and

dependents.” “ Whoever wishes to be great,” adds the Veda, “ let him wor-

ship through the Panchas'aradlya. Thereby, verily, he will be great.”]:

* TTfWT T'^Tf^TVrrvrUT^'ftTfiT!

qjr?
I

Taittiriya Brahmana II, (351.

t Hlfu *?5Trr I BTWB2KTT g
f^*N: I ^8^1

J Tail. Brahmana, II, 2.

23 L
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Elsewhere it is said that this ceremony ensures thoroughly independent

dominion, and that a sage of the name of Kandama attained it through this

means.*

In the As Valayana Sutra mention is made of several seerifices of

which the slaughter of cattle formed a part. One of them in the Gfriliya

Sutra is worthy of special notice. It is called Hula gava or “ spitted cow,”

i. e., Roast Beef. It was performed either in the autumn (sarat)
,
or the spring

season; when the moon was in the constellation Ardra.f The animal

appropriate for it was a cow of other than fawn color, spotted with white,

J

and the choicest of the fold.§ Black spots were, however, not deemed

objectionable,
||
and a uniform black or blue color with a dash of red in it,

i. e. of a purplish tinge was reckoned unexceptionable. If As soon as such an

animal was selected, it was bathed with water in which paddy and barley

had been steeped, and let loose,** as long as it did not attain all its permanent

teeth, being all the while kept dedicated to Rudra, by a Yedic mantra which

says, “ May you thrive in the name Rudra the great god, &c.”ff
The proper place for the sacrifice was an unfrequented spot, outside, and

to the east or the north, of a village or town, whence the village was not

visible, nor was it visible from the village. The time was after midnight,

but some authorities preferred the dawn.Jf

All the necessary arrangements being complete, the priest, a Brahman
versed in the details of the sacrifice and experienced by former performance

of it,§§ should begin the ceremony by making certain offerings to the fire

with appropriate mantras, and then plant a sacrificial post of the usual size,

but of a green palas 'a branch, uncarved and unadorned, the practice in other

* Wfra *rr i ur i

JJ’gjTWI Taittiriya Brahmana II, 781.

f nxfK i a, «t, ^ i

t I 8, 4. 8 I

§ WW I 8 , 4, ^ I

II l 8, i i

H srrw i 8, 4 , < 1

** a 1 n
1

ft wsj wii 1 8 4 , 4 l

I am not sure whether the Rudra in this passage should he the noun, and Malia-

deva “ great god,” adjective, or the latter the noun, and Rudra “ fierce” the epithet. In
the present day animal sacrifices are rarely offered to Mahadeva. To Sarasvatx, likewise

no meat offering is now made, though the V edas enjoin it repeatedly.

++ I 'sftrw I 8, 1

§ § For obvious reasons this condition could not have been invariably carried out.
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ceremonies being to carve and decorate the post (Yupa) very elaborately.

Two pieces of string are now to be provided, one made of kiis 'a grass, and

tlie otlier of a kind of creeping palas 'a, vratati. One of these is tied round

the post, and the other to the right horn of the victim, which is then

attached to the post facing the west
;
each of these operations being performed

while repeating a mantra. The animal being then immolated in the usual

way, an offering is made to the fire with the liver held in a vessel made of

pal.ts'a wood or leaves. The mantra for the purpose is formed of the twelve

names of S iva thus—“To Ilara, Mridha, S arva, Siva, Bhava, Mahadeva,

Ugra,Bhima, Pas lipati, Rudra, S'afikara, and Ts'lna, may this be welcome. *

It is, however, optional with the priest to repeat the whole of this mantra, or

only a part of it including the last six names, or simply to say “ to Rudra,

may this be welcome !” Offerings of cooked rice and other articles being

now made, four bundles of kush grass arc spread on the four sides of the

altar, and a little cooked- rice and some beef are offered to Rudra as the

regent of the four quarters. This is followed by four mantras addressed

to Rudra from the four quarters. The husks (tusha) and broken grain

(kvnda) of the rice used in cooking the rice offering, together with the tail,

hide, tendons and hoofs of the victim are then to be thrown into the fire,

and the effused blood, which at the time of immolation was held in a

vessel, should be thrown on bundles of kus'a grass. At a time when the

people knew not how to utilize bovine hair and hoofs, their burning was a

matter of course, but the destruction of so useful an article as hide was not

in keeping with the views of the Benthamites of the day
;
accordingly Sam-

batya, a sage, recommended that it should be made subservient to human use,

by being manufactured into shoes and the likc.f The priest is then to

stand up, facing the north, and, covering bis face with a cloth, repeat a mantra

offering the blood which had been spilled on the ground at the time of sacrifice

to serpents to whom it belongs. The final offerings (
svwhfakrit) are now

made, and the spit being removed from the chest of the victim, the ceremony

is concluded by an address to Rudra in praise of his greatness. The remains

of the ceremonial offerings, says the Sutrakara, should not be admitted into

the village, nor children be permitted to approach the sacrifice. But the

sacrificers should, says the text, “ eat of the oblation in the usual way, after

the benediction {Bvastayana).”X Some forbid this consumption of the beef,

others make it optional. §

wapq Hirq

I 8. <£,
1

^ t

t iflii i $*ff-

flfw l a, «t, f a I

+ fvripjjrn sw Tf<T I a, <f, q* |

§ qin: inrM ^ qrsrP-mr i qrsrtora qi i a, c, ^ i
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The ceremony ensures to the performer long life, wealth, high position,

great religious merit, and numerous herds and children
;
and every house-

holder is required to perform it at least once in course of liis life
;

it being

reckoned among those which must be performed. A modified form of this

eeremony is recommended to be performed in a paddock, where cattle are

piquetted at night, should a murrian break out in the fold.

If is to be regretted, that the account of the ceremony given in the

Grihya Sutra, though full in other respects, is entirely silent as to how

the meat of the animal is to be cooked. The use of the spit or skewer

and its presence in the chest of the victim whence it is to be withdrawn

at the conclusion of the ceremony, leaves little doubt, however, as to the

manner in which the meat was dressed.*

The next ceremony I have to notice is named GavSmanayana, or the

sacrifice of the cow, otherwise called JEkisltaicn. It was held for four days

on the eighth of the wane in the month of Maglia, or for four days, either

immediately before, or immediately after, the full moon of Phalghna or

Cliaitra. Its details are in many respects similar to that of the ordinary

Pas’ubandha, of which some account will be given below. It seems to have

formed a part of the MaMplava, DoAda* ‘aha and other ceremonies, and not

to have constituted a distinct ceremony by itself.

Several other ceremonies also required a supply of beef for their consum-

mation. In connexion with the Atiratra ceremony Katyayana recommends

the sacrifice of a barren cow (a spotted one being preferred)! to the Maruts,

and seventeen, black, polled, entire oxen to Prajipati, permission being granted

to dispense with one or two of the characteristics if all the three cannot be

secured. J I have not yet been able to obtain a Prayoga for the per-

formance of any of these ceremonies, and am not, therefore, in a position to

supply all the details which ware observed in performing them. I have,

however, got three short Prayogas for the performance of the Niruda pas'n-

handha, from one of which (MS. No. 1552, Sanskrit College of Calcutta)

I have compiled the following abstract of the ceremony.

This ceremony should be performed during the six months of the nor-

thern declension of the sun, when the moon is waxing in one of the Deva-

a, <t, *?£ I

t ^iffryr^uTxvrqT^Hr sfef n \a, <{, \\ \

+ I) cfiTo ^8, =?, I,’* II

igwT'rcw tot-stji *kt°\ 8 , >?, ^ 11

vr gyrerq 38ffigym: «tt»t <T
cfTT*r
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nakshatras, or on the day when the moon is in the constellation Revati,

or on the day of the new moon. On the day preceding the ceremony, the

performer should celebrate the s'raditha called Ndndunuhha, and at night

observe the UdaJcas'anti and the pratinara-bandha. The first consists in

sprinkling holy water with appropriate mantras on the householder, and the

latter in tying a thread on the right wrist in a prescribed form to serve as

an emblem of engagement, to be kept on until the completion of the

ceremony for which it is tied. In Bengal this thread is now tied only

on the occasion of a marriage or the investiture of the sacrificial thread
;

but in the North-West it is used for several other ceremonies.

On the day of the ceremony, the first duty is to attend to the five

obligatory duties of bathing, offering of water to the manes, reading of

the Vedas, offering of oblations to the household fire, giving of alms to

beggars, and cooking of rice for the Vaisyadevah.* The animal to be sacri-

ficed is then to be thought’ of, while repeating the mantra beginning with the

word Priyatitm, &c. Proceeding then to the Garhapatya fire the institutor

and his wife should sit beside it on kus'a grass, holding at the same time a

bundle of that article in their hands, and then thrice inaudibly and thrice

loudly repeat a mantra, and, having duly ordained the priests, solemnly resolve

to perform the ceremony. The Adhvaryu should now come forward, pro-

duce in due form the sacrificial fire by briskly rubbing two pieces of wood

against each other, sanctify it by proper mantras, light the A'havinya fire

altar, and thereon offer oblations of clarified butter. If the fire used be

an ordinary one, and not produced by friction, a different form of sanctifica-

tion, is to be adopted to that recommended in the first instance. The obla-

tions, however, are the same, and they are five-fold, the last two being in

favor of the sacrificial post and the axe with which it is to be cut.

Now proceeding by the eastern gate, the institutor should proceed to

the tree from which the post is to be cut out. There, standing before the tree

with his face to the west, he should address a mantra to the tree, and then

anoint its trunk with a little sacrificial butter. The post being subsequently

cut, a piece of gold is to be put on the stump, a little water is to be sprinkled

thereon, and four offerings of butter made to it.

The post should be five aratnis and four fingers long, each aratni being

equal to about 16 inches, that is, of the length of the forearm from the

inner condyle of the humerous to the tip of the little finger. From nine

inches to a foot of the lower end of the post should remain unshorne for the

purpose of being buried in the earth ;
but above that the shaft should be

pared and made either octagonal, or square. The top, to the extent of four

* UT3i wuw i

w u*? ifvruw: it
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fingers, should be cut into the form of a tenon, whereon is to be fixed a round

wooden band or ferule, for regulating the proportion of which as also for

the various operations of cutting, chiselling, scraping, appropriate mantras

are provided. The shavings shoud be collected, partly for the cooking of

frumenty, and partly for fixing the post in the earth.

The place where the post should be fixed has next to bo determined.

For this purpose, a peg is to be fixed in front of the A'havanfya fire at the

distance of two feet from its northern edge. Proceeding northwards twelve

feet thereform, a second peg is to be fixed, and then taking a piece of string

18 feet long and having a loop at each end, it is to be fixed to the fore peg,

and then, drawing it tight at the thirteenth feet, a third peg is to be fixed,

a hole being dug between it and the peg at the twelveth feet, and another

at the fourteenth feet. The string being now drawn towards the south,

pegs are to be fixed as above. These opposite points are called the s'roni,

or the hips of the altar. The string is next turned to the east and west
successively, and pegs fixed at the distance of fourteen feet on each side from
the centre. These constitute the two shoulders of the altar

(
gJcandha). To

the west of the twelveth feet peg, eight inches of space should he kept for the
post, and beyond it a peg should be fixed to mark the boundary of the spot.

Beyond it, in a straight line at the distance of a yoke-pin, another peg is to
be fixed, and beyond it a square altar of tho length and height of a yoke-pin

should be made similar to the Ahavaniya altar. This is called the Uttara-

vedi. Upon this there should be another, a span square and four fingers or

a span high, having a depression in the centre like a foot-mark. This
is the northern naval, TJttarandbM. Measuring two or three feet straight

to the west of the altar pin, and then turning to the north two or three feet,

a hole is to be dug of the size of a yoke-pin. This is called Chdtvdla.

Measuring again four feet straight to the west of the altar, and then turning
to the north one foot, a peg is to be fixed marking the place of the TJtkara

or refuge field.

The Yajamana now sheds his hair, rubs butter on his body, ornaments
his eyes with collyrium, and then eats something, leaving the next operations

of the ceremony to be performed by tho priests.

The first duty of the Adhvaryu priest is now to cut two plalcsha branches
(Ficus infectoria)

,

and to arrange all the different articles required for the
sacrifice, including among other things a peg of Gambhari wood (Gnielina
arlorca) of the length of the Yajamifna’s face for driving it into the victim’s
chest. Kag 'maryamaymn hridaya-s'ulam yajamana-mulclia-sammitam. Now
follows a scries of offerings to the different sacred fires, and the repetition
of a number of mantras by the different priests, the Yajamana and his wife,

which, however important in a cercmonieal point of view, are neither likely
to interest the public in the present day, nor to contribute to throw any
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light on the subject of this paper. I shall pass on, therefore, to the details

connected with the treatment of the sacrificial animal.

On the conclusion of the different offerings above referred to, the victim

should be brought forward, rubbed over with a paste of turmeric, emblie my-

robolan and oil, well washed, and thenledbctween the Clidtvdla andthe TJtkara,

to a spot between the Ahavauiya fire and the sacrificial post, and there made

to stand before the latter, facing the west. The animal should be of the

colour appropriate for Indra and Agni, for the whole ceremony is addressed

to them. But should one of that colour be not available, any sound ox may
be employed, provided it be not defective by reason of having only one horn,

or bored ears, or broken teeth, or docked tail, or being dwarf, deaf, mangy,

or undivided-hoofed.

After the bathing the Adhvaryu should offer certain expiatory oblations

with the nitydjya, sthdlyajya, and vasdhoma havani, in course of which he

should invoke Agni, Indra, Vayu and Prajapati. Then taking a bit of

kus'a grass he should place the same with the aid of the Yajamana, on the

head of the victim between the horns, while repeating the first verse of the

Yajur Veda, Is'etvd &c. This is called TJpdkarana or emblematic sacrifice.

It is to be followed by the repetition of certain mantras declaratory of the

resolution to sacrifice the animal.

Other mantras now follow, accompanied with offerings to the different

fires, and repeated manupulations of the sacrificial vessels. Those done, the

animal is tied by the right horn, the rope passing two or three times round

the eye of that side, so as to leave the left horn free. A little water is then

sprinkled on the victim, which is allowed to have a good drink of water

from a vessel brought near it for the purpose. An offering of butter to the fire

with the s'ruk spoon is next made, and with the remainder of the sanctified

butter in the spoon, spots are marked on the forehead, the hump, and the two

hind quarters. Another series of mantras and offerings having been gone

through by the Adhvaryu, an axe is placed in the hands ofthe immolator,a spike

stuck into the string with which the victim is tied, and the victim is anointed

with some butter. These operations accomplished, the Agnidhra takes up a

flaming brand from the Ahavamya altar, and proceeding between the Clidtvdla

and the Utkara to the front of the Sdmitra fire, thrice circumambulates

the victim by the right side with the brand in his hand, and then, placing the

brand near the Ahavamya altar, repeats the circumambulation, while the Adh-

varyu offers an oblation after every turn, and then continues his offerings

to Prajapati Agni, Vayu, and Vis'vedevali. The Pratiprasthata now comes

forward, and taking some burning charcoal from the Gdrhapatyct altar, re-

moves it to the Sdmitra altar. The victim is then led northward between the

sacrificial post and the northern altar by the Agnidhra with a flaming brand in

his hand, and the Adhvaryu and the Yajamana touch it with the vessel intended
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for holding the liver (vapdsrapami). The former next sanctifies the animal

by a mantra, and the Agnidhra places before the immolator the burning

brand which is cast aside by the Adhvaryu, who orders the immolation with

an appropriate mantra ending with the word sanjnapaya “ immolate.” The

immolator now casts the animal on spread lcusa grass so as to have its

head towards the west, and the feet pointing towards the north, and com-

pletes the slaughter, saying at the end “ it is immolated” (sanjnapta). The

institutor of the sacrifice and the priests should sit during the operation

with their faces averted, so as not to behold the . sanguinary work, and the

Adhvaryu should go on making expiatory offerings to obviate the evils likely

to ariso from the victims lowing, or shivering, or attempting to run away, or

dying by natural causes during the ceremony. A number of mantras, most-

ly from the Sanhitas of the Rig and the Yajur Vedas are given for the various

operations and offerings mentioned, as also for an interminable and unsuffer-

ably tedious series of offerings which are to follow the immolation
;
but it

would be foreign to the subject of this paper, to describe them here. I must,

therefore, refer the curious to the MS. from which these details have been

taken.

That the animal slaughtered was intended for food, is evident from the

directions given in the AVvalayana Sutra to eat of the remains of the

offering
;
but to remove all doubt on the subject I shall quote here a passage

from the Taittiriya Brahmana, in which the mode of cutting up the victim

after immolation is described in detail
;
it is scarcely to be supposed that the

animal, would be so divided if there was no necessity for distribution. The

passage runs thus :

“
celestial and human executioners, (Samitara) commence

your work
;
carry the victim for the purpose of cutting it up. Anxious to

divide the victim for the masters of the ceremony, collect the ulmuJca fire for

the animal brought here (to the shambles). Spread the kus^i grass
;
obtain

the permission of the mother, of the father, of the uterine brother, of the friend-

ly members of the herd of the victim. Place it so that its feet may point

towards the north ;
let the eyes reach the sun

;
let its vital airs attain the

regent of the wind
;
let the ears attain the regents of the quarters

;
let its

life reach the ether above
;

let its body abide on the earth. Separate its

hide so that it may remain entire (without rents). Before cutting open
the naval separate the fat. Close its breath that it may remain within

;

(i. e. by tying up the mouth). Cut open its breast so as to make it appeal'

like an eagle (with spread wings). Separate the forearms
;
divide the arms

into spokes
; cut out the shoulders (clods) in the form of tortoises

;
remove

the hips (rumps) so as not to injure them
; divide the thighs (rounds)

with the bone entire in the shape of a door, or of the leaf of the oleander
;

separate successively in order the 2G ribs
;
divide the different members

so that none be less than what it should be. Dig a trench for burying the
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excrements. Throw away the blood to the Rakshasas. Extract entire (and
do not puncture in the middle) that part of the entrails which is like an owl
in shape (the stomach, mnish(u). Your offspring and their children will

live in peace and never weep
(
'i. e. these operations being done according to

the ordinances of the s'astra, no injury will befall your family). O slayer

of cattle, O Adhrigu, accomplish your task
;
accomplish it according to rules

;

O Adhrigu, accomplish it.”#

The Taittirxya Brahmana is silent as to what should he done with these

different parts, but the Gopatha Brahmana of the Atharva Yeda supplies the.

omission. It gives in detail the names of the different individuals who are to

receive shares of the meat for the parts they take in the ceremony. The
total number of shares into which the carcass is to be divided is thirty-six, and
the following persons are to receive one or more shares each, viz .

:

—
“ The Prastiita is to receive the two jaws along with the tongue

;
the

Pratihartd, the neck and the hump
;
the TTdgata, the eagle-like wings or brisk-

ets
;
the Adhvaryu, the right side chine with the shoulder

;
the Upagata, the

left chine
;
the Prutiprasthatai, the left shoulder

;
the Brahma and the wife

of the Rathya, the right rump
; the Brahmanachchhansi, the right hip lower

down the round
;
the Pota, the thigh (leg ?’)

; the Hot:i, the left rump
;
the

Maitravaruna, the left round
; the Achchhavaka, the left leg

;
the Neshta,

the right arm (clod)
;
the Sadasya, the left clod

;
the master of the house the

sirloin and some part of the abdomen (flank ? sada and anuka) ; his wife,

the loin or pelvic region, which she is to bestow on a Brahman
;
the Agni-

dhra, the stomach (vanishfu), the heart, the kidneys, and the right fore leg

(vdhu) ; the Atreya, the left leg
;
the householder who ordains the sacrifice,

the two right feet
;
the wife of the householder who ordains the sacrifice,

the two left feet
;
and both of them in common, the upper lip

;
the Gravas-

tut, three bones of the neck, (vertebra) and the manirjd, whatever that

be
;
the man who leads the cow, three other vertebrae and a half of the perine-

um
;
the Cliamasadhvaryu, the bladder

; the Subrahmanya, the head
;
the man

*
“fusils ssfflKir qjivvr?4 |

s^qq-qq frap I im-
ijv

i w ^frr wrq i qiaitq qfq: 1 w<tt «^?if 1 fqqT 1

i ^i*r h>3t wjj; i qqq fsnrmqj
^JTWqrfriT

| ?Trf MTWq;qq«Jqjqrrr
| %q

| | sfqqjw
I Sf^qiqfjqiq

| OTT ^TTHfl qqrqqfjggqpq
| -V-IWipqT-

qrC9rT( rf| qvr: 3fm<TTfTI SWHI «(r*T I ?nqj qqWp
| qiTqqqi^qj I

1 ihrqwretwr 1 q^-q:
, q T qjq^jiqjrqq-

*TTrT I ^yqq s?pnqTfT I sjfqqjq iq qifsjq qq 1q j -qjqi qqj* SA -
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who invites people to a Soma sacrifice, the hide.”* Diverse imprecations are

hurled against those who venture to depart from this order of distribution.

The luckiest recipients were no doubt those who got the tongue, the

hump, the rounds, and the sirloin
;
but some of the inferior officers, such as

those who got the feet, the bladder, and the like, could have made but poor

use of their shares. They were, however, all allowed plentiful libations of

the Soma beer to wash down their meat.

The general rules to be followed in slaughtering animals including cattle,

are given by some of the Sutrakaras. They are of course liable to be modi-

fied by special rules in connexion with special ceremonies, but in the absence

of any such special rule, they should be regularly followed. As'valayana

gives these rules under the head of Bas'uhalpa in the eleventh section of

the first book of his Griyha Sutra. According to them, after offering obla-

tions of clarified butter to the sacrificial fire, a hearth is to be made

to the north of it, for the Sdmitra or cooking fire. This done, the animal

to be slaughtered is to be made to drink plentifully, then bathed, and then

made to stand before the sacrificial fire, facing the west. After this two obla-

tions of clarified butter are to be offered witb the mantra beginning with the

words Du/am, &c. The animal should then be touched on the back with a

green branch bearing leaves while announcing the resolution, “ for the

gratification of so and so (naming the god), I slaughter thee.” A little

water in which paddy and barley have been steeped, is now to be sprinkled

on the forepart of the animal, and the aforesaid resolution again repeated.

This done, tlio animal is to be made to drink a part of that water, and the

remainder of it is to be thrown on its right fore leg. It is then to be led

round the fire three times silently without any mantra, and then carried to

the north side, with a burning faggot held before it. When brought to

the spot where the cooking hearth has been made, the faggot is to be put

into the hearth, and a good fire kindled in it. The master of the ceremony

* ¥¥¥t<77a uiirfuwjf i ^Tgr^ivriffr, ¥¥
siing:, ^3 : *7¥i7grg: nfd¥¥:, ¥¥ uHi' ¥f¥TO33n-’, ¥37¥<r-

Jirevit, sfinrerrg*, w^vr:, wr^wr-

nig:, flwi ¥7f<n¥Tg:, ¥¥T¥¥<ns7 gharri

¥¥n«7, ¥«c37g¥rs JaNTfr:, srruift ¥<w, wf ¥7 sftf-

¥T¥¥f?r, ^nr-wirf^T ¥7S¥7fqw, ¥¥r ^p3>ht
_ ^ C

J -v _

¥7¥d 33^Uf)¥«T‘^Hr, ¥377 ¥7gJ JZ¥¥¥riT ?fTUg7¥7:, ¥¥«M¥7T7¥¥7
¥¥7¥*77f¥T, ¥fm^rq ¥S-¥rf<rI¥¥ 3fh*¥7 ¥7¥Sp7:, f<T¥§¥ aft*¥T ¥)¥797¥7-
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¥¥<ft, ¥7¥¥T ¥ ^31 T ¥¥7777 ¥ g«(7: ¥J37 #7% ¥*7¥I, ¥¥7777 ¥7*7

Stf<T¥fd, Slffrfft^fVr 77Sf¥T <?.¥ f¥«57¥I I
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then is to take up two stout sticks of Kasmarya* wood, one with, and the

other without, leaves, and successively touch the animal and the Adhvaryu.

This done, he should spread some ktis'a grass on the west of the hearth, and

the animal, having been laid on it with its head towards the east or the

west, and the feet pointing towards the north, is to be killed by the

Samita. The instrument of destruction is not named, and it is doubt-

ful whether a knife was used, or a spike of hard wt>od, one of the

gambhari sticks alluded to above, was driven into the region of the heart

to effect the destruction. Both methods are noticed elsewhere, and
the spike was called sphya. But however effected, immediately after the

immolation, the master of the ceremony should cover the right hypochon-

driac region with a little kiis'a grass, and make an oblique incision to

extract an important organ from the abdomen. If the immolation be

made with the animal’s head to the east, it will be necessary to turn the

carcass over to come to the spot. The organ to be extracted is called Vapd,

and in Sanskrit dictionaries it is set down as a synonym of fat or marrow.

Some take it to be the omentum, but the commentator of As'valayana

describes its place to be a hollow above, and to the right of the navel,

f

which takes us exactly to the region of the liver, and knowing how
eagerly such Hindus as take flesh meat in the present day, like the

liver of goats, as a delicacy, I am disposed to believe that the word means
the liver. Such a tit bit would be much more worthy of the gods than

the skinny omentum, which is utterly unfit for human food.

* Gmelina arborea. The wood of this tree is reputed to bo remarkably dense,

hard and tough. The technical name of the stick is Papdsrcepcmi. A srapani is ordi-

narily a cooking pot, but in the present instance, as one of them should be
^pjfTtsiT

“ without leaves” and the other yrjjjtsix leaves, I infer that sticks are meant.
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=
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The liver being thus extracted, it should be cut, stuck on the two gam-

bhari sticks, washed, and then heated on the cooking fire. Proceed-

ing then to the sacrificial fire, an offering is to be made to it with a bit

of the liver. Sitting then on the south side of that fire, the meat is to be

cooked, and butter be dropped on it while cooking. The roast being in

this way completely dressed, it should be placed on the leaves of the plaksha

tree (Ficus infectoria), and further offerings made to the two fires. On this

occasion rice is likewise cooked, and the carcass being then cut up into

eleven principal parts, such as the heart, the tongue, the briskets, &c. besides

other minor parts, they are all to be cooked at the samitra fire. The heart

is to be stuck on a spit and carefully roasted over the fire so as to make it

tender, clarified butter being subsequently poured on it to complete the

dressing.* On the completion of the operation, the different kinds of cooked

meat and rice should be offered to the sacrificial fire with appropriate man-

tras, each ending with the word svdhd. If the meat and rice be offered

separately, then separate evish{aki~it or final offerings are to be made for

each of them, otherwise one final-offering would suffice for all. The roast

should be offered last without any mantra. The mantras enjoined are all

extracts from the Sanhlta of the Rig Veda.

These rules, simple as they are, are nevertheless too complicated for a

feast to be improvised whenever a respectable guest honours a house
;
and for

such a purpose, therefore, a separate set of rules have been provided in which

the order of the guest to slaughter, given in a Rig Vedic verse, followed

by another when immolating, is held sufficient. The ceremony is called 11a-

dhuparka, or the offering of honied meal. The persons for whom this cere-

mony was imperative, were ritvigs, kings, bridegrooms, Vedic students on

their return home after the completion of their studies, A'charyas or tutors

coming to a house after a year’s absence, fathers-in-law, uncles, and generally

all men of high rank.t The first duty of the householder on the arrival of

a guest belonging to any of these classes was, after salutation, to offer a seat.

This was ordinarily a mat made of^kus'af grass, and in the case of ritvijas

* VTfa tot: ufuurf^rnfvr tot *gfr-

ttoto i ^>4 fsnn to l TO9ipTf*r

ssrfvr Trernfq frowsr I
*nf*r *Tfro: i VTO

hi??} uvnqqffr tot jyff uqffr i to to
vq' 3TS‘Afr. frimq<?Tsrrf^r ii ^ il

t toto:, 'pKixjnm-

TjvJ; ^ || ||
Gautama apud Kulluka Bhatta ; Mauu,

III, 120.
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or officiating priests, it was the most appropriate ;
hut the word used for it

by As'val&yana is vish(ara, which means simply an article to sit upon,

and it may have been a carpet, a stool, a chair, or a couch. \\ ooden seats

are particularly mentioned in different works.

After the guest was seated, the most appropriate article for refreshing

him, in a warm country like India, was water to wash his feet with. This was

called pddya, and the role on the subject required that a Brahmana guest

should have his right foot washed first, and then the left, the order being

reversed in the case of SYidras
;
the Kshatriyas and Vaisyas being left to

follow their own inclination in the matter. The washing was repeated

three times. The next offering was the argliya

,

which consisted of a little

water with scents and flower garlands,* and was no doubt much more appro-

priate than what is offered to gods in the present day, which consists of

sandal wood paste and a few grains of rice thrown on a flower and sprinkled

over with water. The mantra for the offering was repeated three times.

A glass of water for washing the face next followed, and the guest was ex-

pected to drink of it as much as he liked. The Madhuparka strictly so called

was next brought forward. It consisted of curds and honey held in a small

cup, butter being substituted when honey was not at hand. When bi’inging

it, the host was required to look at it and repeat a mantra three times. The

guest received the cup while repeating a mantra, then looked at it while

repeating another, and mixing the ingredients in the cup with his index

finger or the thumb or the little finger with a third, and cleared his finger

by giving it a jerk while repeating a fourth mantra. He was required then

to repeat three mantras successively, throwing a little of the mixture after

each repetition upwards into the air with the tip of his finger, offering it

to Eudra, Aditya, and Vis'vedevah. Then placing the cup on the ground,

he tasted the mixture three times, repeating a mantra on each occasion.

According to some, he had to eat the whole of the mixture in three mouth-

fuls, but according to others, a portion was left behind to be given to a

Brahman, or should such a person to receive it happen not to be at hand,

to be thrown into water. f* A drink of water after this honeyed meal was

of course a necessity, which was met in the same way as the first drink

before the meal, the mantra for it being the same
;
but a second drink

followed with a different mantra. The order to give the remains of a tasted

food to a Brahman is worthy of note. It would be the direst insult to a

Brahman in the present day to ask him to receive such an offering.

*
I

Garganarayana s Vritti on At/valayana, 105.

fsrftripT ii \<f ii
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A cow was next brought forward and offered to the guest
;
whereupon

he said, “ My sin is destroyed, destroyed is my sin,” and then ordered the

immolation of the animal with the words Om kuru, “ accomplish, Amen.”*
The host thereupon immolated the cow in the name of some appropriate

divinity. If it were desired that the cow should be sanctified and let

loose, then the guest repeated the mantra :
“ This cow is the mother of the

Rudras, and the daughter of the Yasus, the sister of the Adityas, and the

pivot of our happiness
;
therefore I solemnly say unto all wise men, kill

not this harmless sacred cow. Let her drink water and eat grass ;”f and then

ordered it to be let loose, and the same was accordingly done. Lest this

should lead to the idea that the feast at this ceremony may be celebrated

without flesh meat, A's'valayana emphatically ordains that no Madhuparka
should be celebrated without flesh meat,J and his commentator Garganaray-

ana provides for this by saying that “ when the animal is sacrificed, its meat

supplies the requirement of the feast
;
should it be let loose, flesh meat

should be provided by other means, but on no account should the feast

be without that article.” §

In this he has followed the ordinance of Manu, who declares that the

man who, having in due form performed a (Madhuparka or other) ceremony,
fails to eat flesh meat, will be doomed to be bom an animal for twenty-one
generations

;||
and that Brahma having created animals for sacrifices, their

immolation at a Vedic ceremonial cannot be injurious, and that animals,

beasts, trees, tortoises, and birds, destroyed in the performance of sacred rites,

rise after death in the scale of creation.^

Convenient as the ceremony of Madhuparka was for the celebration of

a feast, it was not calculated to afford a ready and cheap supply of meat to

persons given to its use, and accordingly Manu ordained (ante, p. 176,) that

* ^irsn^r^itirq art il ^ ll
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This mantra occurs in the ceremony of letting loose the cow which used to he
led before a corpse to the burning ground at a funeral. Vide ante vol. XXXIX p. 247.
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flesh meat purchased at the butchers’ stall was pure, and fit for consumption

by pious Hindus. I have nowhere noticed that butchers were required, as

among the Muhammadans, to observe any ceremonial rite before slaughtering

animals, and am disposed to believe that none was observed, and that the

only restriction was that the person purchasing meat for food had to offer

a portion of it after dressing it to the gods, manes, guests, or beggars, which

sufficed to accomplish a i/aj/ia.

It is worthy of note here, that while killing of Brahmans, drinking of spi-

rituous liquors by Br&hmans, stealing of gold belonging to Brahmans, defile-

ment of the bed of spiritual preceptors, and association for a year with those

who are guilty of the aforesaid four crimes, are reekonedby Yajhavalkya among

the most heinous crimes—MaMpMaJca, the mischievous killing of cattle is in-

cluded among secondary or upapdtaka offences, and the expiation for it is

comparatively slight. A Brahman guilty of drinking spirits cannot expiate

his crime without suicide produced by a draft of molten metal, while a cow-

killer is let off by Samvarta with a fortnight’s short-commons, consis-

ting of barley-meal, milk, curds and butter, a feast to Brahmans and the gift

of a cow.* Yajhavalkya is a little more exacting
;
he insists upon drinking of

the five products of the cow, panchagavya, following a cow as it roams about,

sleeping in a cattle-shed regularly for a whole month, and ending with the

gift of a cow, or a fine equal to the value of the animal destroyed.f He also

recommends other forms of expiation, and his rival Smritik&ras have each

his own scheme
;
but none insists upon any thing approaching to suicide.

The author of the Ndrasinhiya Prayoga Pdrijata has copied verbatim

As'valayanas rule about the necessity of eating beef at the Madhuparka

ceremony, but qualified it by a quotation from the A'ditya Purana which says

that in the present Kali age the Madhuparka should be celebrated without

slaughtering a cow. This quotation has been given at length both by IVtra-

saraj and Hemadri and other compilers, and runs as follows :
—“ Protracted

Brahmacharya, carrying of the begging pot called Kamandalu, produc-

tion of issue by a brother-in-law, gift of a daughter once already given

away (widow marriage), marriage with gills of other than one’s own caste

by the twice-born classes, killing of noble Brahmanas (versed in the Vedas)

in fair warfare even if they come to the attack, entrance into the Vanaprastha
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J I suppose this is a compiler and not the author of the Sahhita, for the latter

does not quote authorities in support of his rules and ordinances.
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state according to law, reduction of the period of mourning on account of duty,

or service, or for reading the Vedas
;

expiations on the part of Brahmans

involving loss of life, condemnation for association with criminals, immola-

tion of animals at the Madhuparka, acceptance as sons, of other than le-

gitimate and adopted sons ; hoarding together on the part of the twice-born

householders with a servant, cowherd, friend of the family, and persons with

whom agriculture is jointly carried on if they be S'udras by caste
;
pilgrim-

age to very remote places
;
cooking of food by S'udras for Brahmans, expia-

tory suicide by falling from very high places, or into the fire
;
suicide on ac-

count of extreme old age, and the like have been abstained from by noble and

learned men at the beginning of the Kali Yuga for the well-being of mankind.

The practice of revered persons is proof as potent as that of the Vedas.”* The
Vrihannaradiya Purapa follows this very closely, but at the same time it

omits somo acts and prohibits others which are not condemned by the former.

The additional acts condemned are, suicide by getting one’s self drowned in

the sea, offering of flesh meat at S'raddhas, human sacrifice, horse sacrifice,

Gomedha sacrifice, and Vedic yajfias involving sacrifices of cattle.f It is
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worthy of note, however, that this prohibition in the Aditya Purana is not

positive and explicit, but implied :
“ Because certain noble and wise men

did not do so, and the practice of pious men is proof as potent as that of the

Vedas,” ergo they should not be done, the author wished to say, but did not

do so in so many words. Both these extracts proceed from Upapuranas

of probably not more than eleven or twelve hundred years of age. Accord-

ing to Professor Wilson, the Upapuranas are not older than the twelfth

century, but seeing that the Vrihannaradiya has been quoted as an authority

by Vallala Sena in his Danas&gara, and he lived in the eleventh century, it

must be at least four or five centuries older ;
but they have been so carelessly

preserved, and are so full of interpolations, and altogether are of such question-

able authenticity, that even the most orthodox Hindu holds them to be of very

secondary rank compared to the Vedas, the Smritis and the Sutras. Thus it

is said in the Prayoga Pdrijdta that where the S'ruti and the Smriti disagree,

the S'ruti should prevail. Again the Smritis are more venerable than the

Puranas, and of the Smritis Manu is the most authoritative.*

In the opinion of Paulastya, who is himself an original Smritikdra,

Manu must yield to the Kalpa Sutras, which, being derived immediately

from the Vedas, are of greater authority than the Smritis.f This has not

been contradicted by any lawgiver or commentator. The Upapuranas

hold a lower rank than the Puranas, and have nowhere been allowed to over-

ride the hitter, much loss the S'ruti and the Smriti
;
the order of precedence

being according to the above, 1 ft S'ruti or Veda, 2nd Siitra, 3rd Smriti, 4th

Puranas, 5th Upapurana. It is not a little remarkable, therefore, that the last

should be allowed in the present instance to prevail over the first four.

The author of the Mrnaya nindfm assumes even a lower ground. He begins by

quoting an unnamed authority which says, “ Works which lead not to para-

dise, and are condemned by public opinion, should not be performed and

then argues, “ Thus, the slaughter of large bulls and large sheep for Brah-

manas versed in the Vedas, though duly ordained, should not be done, being
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detested by the public. Further, tlie rule, let a cow fit for offering to Mitra
and Varuna, or a barren cow, or one that has ceased to bear after first calv-

ing, be sacrificed, is duly ordained
;
still sucli sacrifice being opposed to public

feeling, should not be performed.”* If such he the case, the question arises,

whence comes this public feeling against the ordinances of the Vedas ? And
we can nowhere meet with a more appropriate reply than in the fact that

when the Brahmans had to contend against Buddhism,which emphatically and

so successfully denounced all sacrifices, they found the doctrine of respect for

animal life too strong and too popular to be overcome, and therefore gradu-

ally and imperceptibly adopted it in such a manner as to make it appear a

part of their Sastra. They gave prominence to such passages as preached

benevolence and mercy for all animated creation, and so removed to the back-

ground the sacrificial ordinances as to put them entirely out of sight, Such a

process is even now going on in Hinduism under the influence of Christianity,

and, as the Hindu mind was during the ascendancy of Buddhism already well

prepared for a changeby the teachings ofthe Buddhist missionaries,nodifficulty

was met with in making faith, devotion, and love supply the place of the ho-

locausts and unlimited meat offerings ordained by the Vedas. The abstention

was at first no doubt optional, but gradually it became general, partly

from a natural disposition to benevolence, and partly out of respect for the

feeling of Buddhist neighbours, such as the Muhammadans now evince for

their Hindu fellow-subjects by abstaining from beef in different parts of

Bengal, that writers found it easy to appeal to the practice of the people and
public feeling as proofs even as potent as the Vedas, and authoritatively to

declare that sacrifices were forbidden in the present age. This once done, the

change was complete. In short, the Buddhist appeal to humanity proved too

much for the Smriti, and custom has now given a rigidity to the horror

against the sacrifice of animal life, which even the Vedas fail to overcome.
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